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冒 0. Introduction

We consider a compact oriented topologica1 2m‑manifold Wwith
boundary M(which may be @)A Let γ∈ Hl(W; Z) and f‑rEM∈ Hl(M;
Z)･ Let舟be the in丘nite Fyclic covTing space of W associatedwith γ,

whose covering transformation group lS inGnite cyclic and denoted by (i)
with a specified generator i (cf･ lK3, §0]). The boundary A of序r is the
in丘nite cyclic covering.space of M associatedwith 7 (if it is not 4), and
we have the signature lPVarlantS q紳), a E Ll, 1], of (M, i) (cf･ [K2],

lK3])･ These signature lnVariants were defined as a result of a duality on

the cohomology ring H*(A)･ This duality was first observed by Milnor
lM], under the restriction that H*(M) isfinitely generated over a field.
This restriction was removed in lKl]･ Neumann lN2] has independently

shown it by modifying the Blanchfield linking form･ lRemark; In lM],
lKl】 and lN2], it ､竺s assumed that Mis triangulated, but one can find a

proof of its topologlCal version in lK3, Appendix B].] In lK3], the author
could compute these slgnature invariants by uslng a Certain linking matrix
on (M,;')I By convention, o左(M)‑0 if M可. The purpose ｡f this
paper is to introduce and compute signature invariants,丁と±.(W) of (W, γ),

definedforalla±0*'∈[11, 1] (cf･ § 1)i Itturns outthat the set壇士｡(W)

‑sign Wla±0∈ト1, 1]) and (qL(M)La∈ト1, 1], a≠一g(m)i determine

each other, where E(m)‑(I 1)m and sign W denotes the usual signature of
w (By convention, sign W‑0 if e(m)‑ ‑1). Moreover, †e shall show

that o'‑e(m)(M) can be written in terms of Tr̲E(wL,+e(m,0(W), slgn W and a
certainsig.nature invariant, sign, W of(W, r). Thus, We can see that the
signature lnVariants ql(M), a ∈ [1 1, 1], are all perli'heral l･nvariants (the

terms due to Neumann [N l】), such as an invariant or Atiyah/Singer 【A/S】,

called α‑invariant by Hirzebruch/Zagier lH/Z] and an invariant of Atiyah/

Patodi/SingerlA/P/S], ca)led r‑invariant by Neumann lNl], lN2]. The
Received December 27, 1984.
キ' Weusetheconventjona+Oel‑I, 1]fora∈ト1, 1)anda‑0'[‑1, 1] for
〟∈(‑1, 1].
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difrereヮces TS/±o(Wトsign Wappear to be closely related to some kind ｡f
γ‑invarlantS (CHNlHN2】), but Ⅵ′e do not discuss any relationship be‑

tween them in this paper.
In Section 1 we state our mal'n results together with the de丘nitions of

T乙±o(W),qM) and signT W･ In Section 2 several properties on T左±｡(W)
aregiven･ In Section 3 we coTlpute T左±.(W) and signr W for a special
pair (W, γ) constructed from a given Pair (M, i)･ In thefinal section (蛋 4),
we prove Theorems I, ⅠI and the Proposition, stated in Section 1.

Throughout the paper, coe用･cients or homology and cohomology will
be takeninthe real number Aeld R, unless otherwise speci丘ed, Since we
intend to depend heavily on the preceding paper 【K3], it will b｡ better t｡

note that HmH in lK3] means "m‑lM of this paper,

§ 1. Definitions and main results

We note first that the cohomology with compact support Hc*(W, h)
forms a nnitely generated R(I)‑module. In fact, the Poincar6 duality
n 【W]‥ Hc*(TW, A)≡H2m‑*(W) stated in lK3, Appendix A]gives a i‑anti
isomorphism lIn fact, (tu) ∩ [W]‑ill(un tlTW])‑i‑1(un lW])] and H*(W)

isfinitely generated over R(i) by lK/S] (cf･ lK3]), where lW] ｡ H2cm(W, A)
denotes the fundamental class of TV in the sense of lK3, Appendix A].
By using the cup product pairing u : HT(W, A)×Hc‑(W, A)→H:‑(TF,
〟), we de丘ne a fわrm

I: Hem(W, h)×Hc‑(耽h)→R(t)
by the identity
+孤

I(U, U)‑ ∑ E.Tl(llUliu)∩【W]]tt,
≠=‑=ウ

where E伊‥ Ho(fV)‑R denotes the augmentation map･ For x‑un【TV]

and y‑un lfV], we have the identity
紬【(u u tip) ∩ 【fW]]‑lnt.T(X, i‑iy)

by lK3, A･4], and the latter is 0 except afinite̲number off by the defini‑
tion of the intersection palrlng lntlト

Hence I is well deBned. The fo1‑

lowlng two properties are easily established:
1･1･ I(fu, U)‑fj(u, U)‑I〜(a,iu) for fE R(I).

1･2･ I(U, u)‑E(m)I(a, U).
Here

denotes the involution on Rくt) sending i to I‑⊥. we define a

ノ
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t‑Hermitian R(i)‑form
s〜= HgL(舟, lq) × HT(W, A)‑‑R(i)

by the identity S(a, U)‑I(a, U) (if e(m)‑1) or S〜(a, U)‑I〜(a,(i‑i‑1)U)

(if E(m)‑‑1)･ Let T㌢(W, A)‑Torn("HT(伊, A) and BT(fW, A)‑
HT(TW, A)/T㌢(舟, A)I since R(t) is竺Principal ideal domaillP(TW, jq)

is R(t)‑free offinite rank‑ By (1･1), I and S induce forms
BT(TW, A)×BT(舟, A)‑R(i),

also denoted by I and S‑, respectively･ Let A(t) be ̲an R(i)‑matrix, which

is t̲Hermitian, representing the i‑Hermitian form S on BT(fV, h)･ For
xel‑1, 1],1et恥bethecomplex number x+(1‑xE)1/Zi of norm l･As
in [K3, § 51, we de丘ne

Ta.0(A(t))‑ lim sign A(帆)
α‑α+0

fora+0∈ト1, 1]and
Ta̲0(A(I))‑ lim sign A(帆)
∫‑.α‑0

for a‑0 ∈ト1, 1]･ Itis eas〜yto see that Ta士0(A(t)) are idenpendent ofa

choice of A(i) representing S･
Dehition I.3.で乙士｡(W)‑Ta土D(A(I)) for all a±0 ∈卜1, 1]･

we also define rorms
I: Hm(伊)×Hm(舟)‑Rくt)
and

s: Hm(W)× Hm(舟)‑R(i)
by the identities I(X, y)‑I‑(Lt, U) and S(X, y)‑S〜(u, U) for x‑un lW], y‑

T)∩【伊], Thenwe have
+oo

+

co

z(X,y)‑ ∑ lnt#,(X, t‑Ly)tl‑ ∑ Intw(X･ fly)宮
I‑‑刀i‑‑班

which is into(X,y) in 【K3, Appendix C] and S(X,y)‑I(X,y) (ifE(m)‑1)
or s(X, y)‑I(X, (i‑1‑t)y) (if ∈(m)‑ ‑ 1)･ Noting that I(ix, y)‑fI(X, y)

=I(X,fy) forf｡ R(i), We see that I and S also induce forms
Bm(舟) X Bm(IW)一一一→Rくt ),

.I
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also denoted by I and S, repectively. Since n[舟] induces a i‑anti is0‑

morphism BT(TV, A)⊆Bm(IW), it follows that Tを士｡(W)‑Ta±o(A(t)) for

any i‑Hermitian R(t)‑matrix A(i) representing the form s on Bm(W),
The invariants q乙(M) are brieay de丘ned as follows (see lK3] for details) ‥

Given (M, i), we have an e(m‑ 1)‑symmetric pairing T‑‑1(A)X Tml(耳)

ユT2m12(A) induced from the cup. product pairing Hm‑.(h) x Hm‑1(A)
上H2m‑2(A) and a i‑invaria̲nt unique homomorphism β‥ T2‑‑号(A)→R,

where T*(h)‑HomR[T*(M), R], T*(A)‑TorRくL)H*(A)I The 〜quad‑
ratic form b〜: Tmll(Jq)×T‑‑1(A)‑R is dehed by the identity b(u, U)

‑iZ(uUu) (if E(m)‑‑1) or b〜(u, U)‑i2(uU(t‑i‑1)U) (if E(m)=1). Let

Tm‑1(耳)a be thepa(i)‑component of Tn‑1(耳)with pa(i) being t2‑2at+ 1

(ifa∈(‑1,1)) or tfl (ira‑±1)I Then顧M) js de〜fined to be the
signature ofb〜F Tm‑1(M)a. Let qテ(M) be the signature of b. Then w｡ have

qr(M)‑∑ael‑1,1]鴎(M). We shall prove the fol一owing:

TheoremI･ For all a∈(‑1, 1), aa(M)‑TLo(W)‑TE.0(W), a′ld
o･至(m)(M)‑E(m)(I;(m) ̲a(心｡(W)‑ sign W).

Note that the invariant qTIE(m〕(M) does not appear in Theorem I.

Since TE土0畔) are locally constant onァexcept afinite number of a (cf･
lK3, § 5]), We see that Theorem I is equivalent to the following:

Theorem I′･ For allaj=0∈[1 1, 1],丁左‑o(W)‑sign W‑∑xEla.･l]qM)

(tfE(m)‑1) or ‑∑吋̲1,a)OL(M) (tfE(m)‑ ‑1), and TLo(WトS】gn W=
∑X｡(a,1]qL(M) (tfc‑(m)‑ I) or ‑∑xElー1,a弼(M) (lfE(m)ニー1).
Here are two remarks on the invariant q'̲∈(m)(M).

Remark l･4･ When e(m)‑ ｣, we have o'(M)‑0, so that by Theo‑
remI
Oi(M)ニー

∑

0,LL(M)‑TL｡(W)‑てLO(Wトsign W.

∬∈ト1,1)

To see that qテ(M)‑0, we first assume that γ has a leaf Uin W(see [K3]
for this terminology) so that V‑∂Uis a leafoff in M. Then of(M)‑

sign V(cf･ lK3]), which is clearly 0, Tf r has no leafinW, we consider
the product (W, M) × CP2‑(wp, Mp) and Tp ∈ Hl(wp; Z) corresponding

to r･ Then by transversality on a map fp: Wp‑Sl respresentlng rp (Cf.
Kirby/Siebenmann lK/S]), γp has a ]eafin WF Whose boundary is a leaf of

fp in Mp･ Hence qfp(Mp)‑0･ By lK3, Lemma 1.2], UrP(M,)‑U,(M),
so that o'(M)‑0.
This construction (Wl" Mp, γp) from (W, M, ｢) will be used later.

′
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Remark l･5･ When e(m)‑1, T左士.(W) and sign W do not restrict
CTl】(M)･ In fact, we have the following:

Propositjon･ For each 1‑nteger s≠O and each m>O w7‑th g(m)‑1,

there is a compact connected ortlented 2m‑manzfold W wl'th an element
r∈ Hl(W;Z) such lhal sign W‑TE±.(W)‑0 for all a±0∈ [‑1, 1], but

o･Tll(M) ‑S̲

To capture the invariant q'̲1(M) in the case e(m)‑1, we define
signrWto be the signature Of the double covering space of W associated
with the (mod 2) reduction ㍗(2)∈ Hl(W; Z2) of γ. By convention,
sign〟′‑0 ire(m)‑ ‑1･ We shall obtain the following:

Theorem IL Il'hen e(m)‑ 1, 6Tll(M)‑sign,W‑sign W‑TLl十｡(W).

Before concluding this section, We glVe a note from the bordism
theory,

Remarkl･6･ We consider a pair (M2m 1,i) which may not be a
boundary･ If some multiple N(M, i) (N>0) is the boundary of a pal.r
(W, ｢), then we can see that qh(M), a E l‑I, 1], are still peripheral invar.1‑
ants. In fact, the resulting identities can be obtained as the identities ln

Theorems I, IIwith the right hand sides divided by N, When E(m)‑1,
some multiple of (M,i) is a boundary. In fact, we have a natural is0‑
morphism ･QD*iff(sl)⑳Q三･QT*op(sl)㊤Q by Wall lW, p. 190] and L2D*iff(sl) ≡
[･QD*lffl⑳Hl(Sl ; Z)] OlL2D*iff⑳Ho(Sl ; Z)] by Conner/Floyd lC/F]. DD.lff⑩Q

is welllknown by Thom to be the algebra on generators represented by
CP21, i‑0, 1,2, ･ I ･･ In case E(m)‑1, we have L2;:p̲1(Sl)⑫Q‑0, imply‑

ing the above assertion. When E(m)‑ ll, the same assertion does not
hold in general･ In this case, note that qr(M) is a bordism invariant (cf.

Remark l･4)andifm>3, then by lK/S] fhas a leaf VinM. Thenwe
can see that some multiple of(M, I.') is a boundary if and only ifaf(M)‑0
(when m‑1, 3) or VrepresentsO in Q⊇禁2㊦Q (when m>3 andE(m)ニー1).

§ 2. Several properties on the signature invariants

Lemma 2･1･ ‑AssIJme that W is closed and (W, T) is the boundary of a
pm'r (X, γl･) With Xa compact orientedmanlfoldand γX ら Hl(X; Z). TJlen

TE二｡(W)‑Oforalla±0∈ [11, 1].

Proof･ Consider the following exact part (obtained from the exact
sequence of the infinite cyclic coverlng Space Pair (釆W)) :
a

tt,.

Hm. I(1〜T, T軒)a(i,‑→Hm(T〜V)R("一二十Hm(X)R",

ノ
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where R(i) is the quotient neld of R(i) and H*( )R"‑H*( )⑳R(I)R(i).

By the Blanchfield duality (cf･ tK3, Appendix C]), the form I on Bm(TW) is

Ton‑singular. Hence the extension of lto H‑(W)R" (also denoted by I)
lS nOn‑Singular･ Similarly, we obtainthe non‑singular form
Ig･. Hm+1(釆TW)R(i, × H‑(磨)A(I)‑R(i)

induced from ‑IntR in lK3, Appendix Cl. Note that I(ax, y)‑IG(X, T'*(y))
for x∈ Hm.1(X,TW)R(｡ and y∈Hm(TW)R(上)I Then Im∂‑(Ima)i with

respect to I on Hn(TW)‑). Let A･(i) be a i‑Hermitian R(i)‑matrix
representing the extension of S to H誹V)R"A It is easy to See that
Ta±｡(A･(i))‑ lim sign A'(ws)
x→a±O

are we一l de丘ned and independent or a Choice or州) and, in particular,
equal to TTa.̲o(W)･ Since lm∂‑(Im∂)⊥, we have that Ta二ヒ0(A'(i))‑0, so
that Tと士｡(W)‑0, for all atO E l‑1, 1]･ This completes the proof･

Lemma 2.2. When γ‑0 or Wis closed, Tra±o(W)‑sign Wfor aM aj=

o∈ト1,1】･
pyoof. When γ‑0, the identities I,aiO(W)‑sign W follow from the

dennition of the form I･ When W is closed･ we see from the bordism
theory (cf･ Remark l･6) that some multiple N(W, r) is bordant to a pair
(W" γ.) with To;0･ By Lemma 2,1 and the above remark, NTh10(W)‑
TraO=｡(Wo)‑sign Wo‑Nsign W, so that T,a士0(W)‑sign W･ This completes

the proof･

The following lS an inhite cyclic covering version of the Novikov
addition theorem (cf･ lA/S, Proposition 7･1]) :

Lemma 2.3. Assume that W t･s splttted ErntO tt,i,0 compact Submanlfolds

wl, W2 by a closed orientable (2m‑1)‑sILbmamfold Mo in Tnt W･ Let
γL=γlWゎi‑1,21 Thenwehave
T乙土｡(W) ‑ TTal二o(Wl) +払o(W2)

foralla±0 ∈ト1, 1]･
proof. Let Bi‑ImlHm(fyi)R(上)‑H7n(tW)R"1, i ‑ 1, 2･ By the

Mayer/Vietoris sequence for (tW; TWl,鶴ho) and the Blanchfield duality,
we have an Orthogonal splitting Hm(TW)R(｡ ‑ Bl* ⊥B2* i(COD)with
respect to the (extended) form I on Hm(q)R(E) Such that脚s a禦･ximal
non‑singular R(i)‑subspace in Bi and C‑lmlHTn(jqo)R"㊦Hm(M)a(t) →

)
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Hm(IV)A(I)] (A‑∂W) and ∂ I D: D≡Im ∂ for the Mayer/Vietoris boundary
∂: Hm(W)A(E)‑Hm̲1(ho)A(E). Using the R(I)‑extension Io of the Blanch‑

neld duality pairing王nth｡: Bm̲1(ho)×Bm(A.)→R(i) in lK3, Appendix
C], we see that for each x≠OinD, there is y｡ in Hm(ho)R(H Such that
I.(ax,y｡)≠0･ But, Io(ax,y｡)‑I(X,y) for the image y of y｡ under

Hm(ho)R"‑Hm(W)R(". Hence we have an R(t)‑subspace Co⊂C such
that Jl(C｡㊥♪) is non‑singular･ Since JIC‑0, we have an orthogonal
splitting (Co◎D)⊥CI Of C･丑D for some C, in C, So that the signature
invariants Ta土｡ Of IL(C◎D) are O･ Clearly, the signature invariants I.M｡

of Il即are equal to T乙㌔｡(Wl)･ The result follows.

Lemma2･4･ Let (Wi,γt), i‑1, 2, have the same boundary (M, i).

Then we have
TlLl,｡(Wl)‑ Sign W, ‑T法｡(WZ)‑Sign W2

foralla±0∈ト1, 1】.

Proof. It is direct from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3.
Lemma2.5. Let (Wp,Mp)‑(W,M)×CP2

and γp∈Hl(Wp:Z)

correspond to r∈ Hl(W;Z). men we have TlLPi｡(Wp)‑T乙二｡(W) for all
a±0∈[‑1,1].

Proof. Note that
Bcm十2(tVp, hp) ‑[B㌘‑2(I,〜V,耳)⑳H4(CPE)]SlBcT(W, Jq)⑳H2(cpt)]

①[B㌢十2(TF,耳)⑳HO(CPB)]

and the form fp on Bc‑+2(Wp, hp) vanishes on the nrst and third sum‑
mands, and the second summand is orthogonal to the first and third.
The restriction fp I B㌘(W, A)⑳HZ(CP2) is clearly isomorphic to the form

I on Bcm(W, h). Thus the result follows easily.

蛋 3･ A special coTIStruCtioTl and the signature iJtVariants

We consider a pair (M, ;I) (which may not be boundary) such that M
is a closed oriented (2〝卜1)‑manifold and f∈ Hl(M;Z) has a leaf V.

We orient the product Mx [‑ 1, 1] so that Mx lwith the induced orienta‑

tion isidentified with M. Let Nv be a bicollar neighborhood of V in M.
Let Wc‑cl(Mxl‑1, 1]‑Nrxl‑1/2,0]) and U‑Vx【0, 1]. By llSing

the product framing of Nvxlll/2, 0], We identify (Nvx[‑1/2, 0],
∂(NTト×ト1/2,0]), Vx(‑1/4)) with (VxD2, vxsl, vxo). Note that

Mxト1,1]‑WcUVxD2and ∂Wc‑Mx(‑I)+VxSl+M. By the

.I
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Pontrjagin/Thom construction.I we have an element rc ∈ Hl(wc; Z) such

that Uis aleafof γ亡,γcIM‑γ, γcIMx(‑1)‑0 and γcr vxsl is repre‑

sented by the projection vxsl‑sl･ Let A be a linking matrix on Km̲.(V)

‑Kerli*: Hm‑1(V)‑Hm‑1(M)] (cf･ rK3])･ Let A"mll)(i) be the associated
i‑Hermitian mat叫(1 ‑‑,)‑i(ml 1)(1‑t)][(1 ‑i)A 1(m‑ i)(1 ‑ ‑1)A′一

‑ [(ト｢1)+e(m)(I ‑J)][(トt)A +E(m)(I ‑1)A′ュ.

Lemma 3･1･ TiciO(Wc)‑E(m)I‑o(A叫11)(i))for a〃aiO ∈ト1, 1].

proof Let W: be the manifold obtained from Wc by splitting along
U･ Let U'and U‑ becopies of Uin ∂W; so that U±̲=±U. Theinhlite
cyclic covering Space Wc of Wc associatedwith γc is constructed from the

topological sum of copies (W;)" j∈ Z, of W; by pasting町l tO UJ･, so

that i translates each (W:)i‑I tO (W;)j･ By the Mayer/Vietoris sequence,
we have the following R(i)‑exact sequence (cf･ Levine lL]) :
‑‑H‑( W:)㊧R(i )二Hm(Wc)二Hm ̲ 1(U)⑳R(i)

土二竺Hm̲i(W;)⑩R(t)→,
whereI±.･ U=U宇C w: and J is induced by the natural map from the

topo】ogical sum of (Wc')J's to l〜vc･ Lettingaw;‑M*+Mx(‑]), we

have a homeomorphism
h:･(W:;M*,Mx(‑1))≡(Mxト1, 1],Mxl, Mx(‑1))

such that hIMx(‑1) is the identity･ Note that the fouowing square
Hm‑1(V)⑳Rくt)旦聖ゝHm‑1(M)㊥R(1)

工.. ′
′′
∴
H‑ll(U)⑳R(I)与二竺軌̲1(W:)⑳R(i)
is commutative, where the left vertical map js induced from the inclusion

v‑vx i cU and the right vertical map is induced from the composite
〟‑〟×1 ⊆〟*=町Then we see that the above exact sequence is
h‑I

reduced to the following exact Sequencewith J′, ∂′ induced from J, a:

(港) H‑(W;)⑳R(I)二Bm(T〜vcト㌔Km̲1(V)@R(t)→..

Let el‑(cl), ‑･,es‑(cs) be a basis for Km‑1(V)･ Let ci･) and ci‑) be

copies of the cycle ciX(1/2) in U･ and U‑, respectively･Let c‑i･) and
c‑{) be m‑chains in w: such that畔)‑C三土)･ Let s(ci) be the m‑cycle

･.

･しノ
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tEie‑ 'slqc;ie+icien (6,‑t憲二,is誌, A,<T,h̲ebraes:ee]lfTf:yesre'cs T千･(･誓認(蒜
such that e‑I‑(S(cL)I for i≦s and e‑i∈ImJ′ for i≧S+i‑ If i orj.is
≧S+1, then clearly I(e‑i, e‑,)‑0, since ImJ′ is represented by cycles ln

Mx(‑1),Assumethatbothiandjare ≦S･ Then
I(e‑溝) ‑Tntqc(S(ct), i ‑1S(cj))i+tnt ･Tc(S(ct), S(C,))+IntTI.a(S(Cて), tS(cJ))t一⊥

‑ Jntw;(C軒)耳))i+ Tnt"r;(C7(J'耳))+Int.I,揮(+', C‑了))
｣nt汀,;(C‑i‑',弓り)t

1,

where c‑t*(±) are m‑chains similar to群) but beginning With the cycle

ctx(1/4) in place of ciX(1/2)･ Let A‑(atJ) with aり‑Link14I(C;, CJ) (cf･
lK3, § 0]). Noting that hU

is a translation (with opposite orientation)

ofhU･ in M in the positive normaldirection, we have
Int‑,粛+), C1‑')‑e(m) Link̲II(CいC,')‑LinkN(C]+, Cl)‑a,‑

Intw;(cILf( ', clP)‑E(m) LinkM(cH CI)‑鮎,
Tnt",描(+), C‑;I+))‑E(m) LinkM(cl+, C])‑E(m)aり, and

Intw;(C‑5‑), cl51+') ‑e(m) LinkJ.I(cl, Cj) ‑i(m)aiJ.

That is, we have I(e‑i, e‑,)‑(1‑i)a"+E(m)(1 ‑J 1)aLJ･ Hence the form I
on Bm(Tva) is r?presented by the block sum of (トt)A'+E(m)(I‑tJl)A

and a zero matrlX. When E(m)‑1, it is easyto seethat
塩o(Wc)‑Ta±t.((1 ‑i)A′+(1 ltー1)A)‑T,,±o(A 1(t))A

When E(m)‑ ‑ 1,
TtCto(WL.)‑TG±O((1‑1‑t)[(I ‑i)A′‑(1 ‑i‑1)A])‑一Ta±｡(AL(I))‑

This completes the proof･

combining Lemma 3.1 with the Main Theorem of lK3], we obtain
the fbllowlng:
Lemma 3.2. Fo; all a∈(‑I, 1),oil(M)‑T告.(Wcト琉o(Wr) and
q㍍)(M) ‑ a(m)TTsでm) ̲古くm)0( Wc).

Let Wl･) be the do.uble covering space over Wc associated with rc(2) ∈

Hl(We; Z2). Let W'2'‑哩) U VxDZ be the double branched c｡vering

space over Mxト1, 1]‑WcU VxDZ withbranch set VXO⊂VxD21

Lemma 3.3. W/len E(m)=1､ sign W主2)‑sign l恒‑0,(ll,I).

)
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Proof･ The first identity is a result of the Novikov addition theorem,
for sign VxD2‑01 We show the second identity. Let Iか′ be the

manifold obtal'ned from Mxl‑1, 1] by splitting along Vx(0, 1].Let U･
and U+ be copies of Vx【0,1] in Iか′ with U･nU‑=VxO. Let U‑=

U+ U U‑l Taking another.copy (釈, UL1‑Ul:UUll of (炉′, U‑‑U･U
UL), we can consider that W'2'is the union W′∪桝identifying E7with
ULI SO that U十…U1‑ and U‑…Ul･. Note that (舟′, Ul⊆(Mxl‑=],
Nvx]).Let eユニ‡C】), ･･･,es‑(cc) be a basis for Km̲1(V). By the
Mayer/Vietoris sequence, we have a basis百1, ･ ･., e‑" e‑S･.I, ･‑,戸n of

Hm(TV(2)) such t,hat e‑i‑ts(ci)) for i≦∫ and, for i≧S+ 1 e‑i lS‑represented

b̲y a cycle in aW'2', wheres(ci)‑C‑i‑̲Cl foj m‑chains c‑i in W; and封n

W;with ac‑i‑昭‑ciXO in VxO⊂U‑Ul. Ifiorj is ≧S+1, then
clearly Int如,(百日百J)‑0･ Let i andj be ≦S. Since E(m)‑1, we have

Int舟⊂2】(el渚)‑aり+a,iwith ai,‑LinkM (cl, CJ) (cf. The proof of Lemma

3･1)･ Hence for the linking matrix A‑(ail) on Km‑1(V), Int‑‑ is repre‑
sented by the block sum ofA+A/ and a zero matrix, so that sign W(2〕‑

sjgn(A+A')･ The identity sign(A+A′)‑or(M) was given in the Main

Theorem or [K3]･ This completes the proof.
Remark 3･4･ The method or construction and computation which

we used jn this section is familiar in knot theory (cf. for example Kauffman
[K】, Contreras‑Caballero [C1, Litherland rLi]). Neumann 【N2, p. 166]
has also used a similar construction in his computation of γ‑invariants.

蛋 4･ Proof of Theorems I, II ad the Prol)OSition

4･1･ ProofofTheorem L First we assume that γ∈ Hl(W;Z) has a

]eafUin Wwhoseboundary Vis a leafofフ'∈Hl(M;Z). Let (Wl,Ml)

be a copy of(W,M), Let (Wc,rc) be the pair constructed in Section 3.
By Lemma 2･4, We can assume that W is the union UxSluwcu wl
identJ'fying two copies of VxSl, contained jn UxSl and Wc, and then
identifying Mx(‑1) in Wcwith Ml and rZWc‑γc and γJUxS'is a

natural extension of rcl VxSl and TI W1‑0, Then by Lemmas2.2 and
2･3,で乙±o(W)‑sign W+T誌o(Wc), for T崇U.XSユ(Uxsl)‑0. By Lemma 3.2,

qt(M)‑塩o(Wc)一弘｡(We)‑T左‑o(W)一丁と.0(W) for all a ∈ (ll, 1) and
oE'‑)(M)‑E(m)I:7m)‑i(m'｡(Wc)‑E(m)(I;(m)̲i(m)0(W)‑sign W). If ㍗ has no
leaf, then by lK/S] γ, has aleafin Wp whose boundary is a leafoffp in

Mpr By Lemma 2･5 and lK3, Lemma 1.2], we have the same conclusion.
This comp)etes the proof,

If W'21 is a double covering space Of a closed oriented 2m‑manifold
W, then it is known that sign W(2)‑2sigll W In fact, it follows, since
･QBT,r'r'LP(K(Z訂))⑭Q ≡･Q諾f(K(Z2, 1))⑪Q ⊆L2T,'nf'･苫･Q by lW, p. 1901 and lC/F].

･'
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Hence we obtain from the Novikov addition theorem the following.I

Lemma 4･2. For compact orE‑ented2m‑manTfolds W" i‑ 1, 2, with the
same boundary M, assume that a double covering M(2)→M I‑s extended to

coverings Wi2)→W" i‑1,2. men

sign W壬2L2 sign Wl‑Slgn W三2)‑2 sign W2.

The following lemma means that or(M) in the case e(m)‑1 is the α‑
invariant of the double covering space of M associatedwith 7(2) ∈

Hl(M; Z2) (though their signs are diHTerent) (cf. lH/Z]).

I･emma 4.3. When E(m)‑1, of(M)‑sign, W‑2 sign W
Pyoof

Assume that γ has a leafin Wwhose boundary is a leaf of i

in M･ By Lem誓a 4･2, we Can assume that (W, γ) is the pair constructed

in 4･1･ Then sign,W‑2 sign W+sign Wと2)‑2 sign W+qf(M) by the

Novikov addition theorem and Lemma 3.3. If r has no leaf, then we

consider (Wp, Mp, rp). By lK/S] and lK3, Lemma 1.2], we have the same
conclusion･ This completes the proof.

4.4. Proofofmeorem II. It follows from Theorem I'and Lemma
413, since q'(M)‑∑aG[ー1,1]砿(M).

4.5. Proof of the ProposL'tion. Let h:SlxD3→S]×DZ be an
orientation‑preserving homeomorphism such that (h I Sl x ∂D2)*【Sl x q]‑

‑lSlxq]+elpx∂D2] and (hlSlx∂D2)*lpx∂DE]‑.‑[px∂D2]inHl(Slx
∂D2; Z), wherep ∈ Sl, q∈ ∂D2 and eis a non‑zero 111teger. Let Wbe the

mapping torus of h and γ ∈ Hl(W; Z) be an element represented by the

associated bundle projection W‑Sl. Since W is homotopy equivalent
to the Klein bottle, we have that H2(W)‑B2(舟)‑0. Hence sign W‑

･左±o(W)‑0 for all a±0∈ [11, 1]･ lh〜t Tl(A)‑Hl(A)⊆R(i)/(i+i)2

and the null space of the quadratic form b on Tl(h) is easily seen**'to
be (i+1)Tl(耳). This means that b" induces a non‑singular form on

Tl(A)/(i+1)T'(A)⊆R(i)/(I+1), so that or̲1(M)‑±1. Choose an
orientation of W so that oLl(M)‑S/1sI. Let (Ws, γS) be a pair such that

Ws is a boundary‑disk sum of回copies of W and γS∈Hl(ws;Z) is
detemined by回copies or γ･ Clearly, this pair gives a desired pair iP

dimension 4. A desired pair in dimension 2m is obtained from this palr

by taking the productwith (m/2)‑1 copies of CP: (cf. lK3, Lemma 1.2]
and Lemma 2.5). This completes the proof.
"'Use the Duality Theorem of lK3, i l].

ノ
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Notes added z'n proof: We used Lemma Ill of lK3] in this paper,
but the proof of lK3] was incorrect･ The true proof is found in lK2, pp･
99‑100].
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